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The Bear Woman
by Karolina Ramqvist, translated by Saskia Vogel

A writer's obsession with the story of Marguerite de la Rocque leads her to
question how women's stories have been told, and how she will tell her own. 
 
 Blending autofiction and the essay, The Bear Woman takes us on a journey
of feminism and literary detective work that spans centuries and continents. In
the 1540s, a young French noblewoman, Marguerite de la Rocque, was
abandoned by her guardian in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence with her
maidservant and her lover. In present-day Stockholm, an author and mother
of three becomes captivated by the image of Marguerite sheltered in a dark
cave all alone after her companions have died. 
 
 The image is an anchor that soon becomes an obsession. She must find out
the real story of the woman she calls the Bear Woman. But so much in this
history is written so as to gloss over male violence. And that maps and other
sources she consults are at times undecipherable. 
 
 We meet fellow chroniclers of the Bear Woman, such as Queen Marguerite
de Navarre, the most powerful woman in Europe, but whose Heptameron
(1558) was unjustly dismissed as the writings of a dabbler. We follow the
author on a research trip to Paris where she is accompanied by her teenage
daughter and the specter of herself as a younger woman, to dinner tables in
Mexico and Sweden, to the map division of the New York Public Library, and
to bookstores and celebrity hotels in California during the wildfires. Ramqvist
explores what it means to write history, how women's stories have been told,
and (...)

Author Bio

Karolina Ramqvist is one of the most influential writers and feminists of her
generation in Sweden. She has written five novels to date and is widely
celebrated for her powerful ability to provoke quiet yet fierce questions rather
than provide loud and easy answers. In her skillful hands, contemporary
issues of sexuality, commercialization, isolation, and belonging become highly
charged and, at the same time, completely unaffected. 
 
 In2015 Ramqvist was awarded the prestigious P.O. Enquist Literary Prize for
her novel The White City (Grove). The Bear Woman (2019) is her fifth and
latest novel. 
 
Saskia Vogel grew up in Los Angeles and currently lives in Berlin, where she
works as a writer and Swedish-to-English literary translator. She has written
on the themes of gender, power, and sexuality for publications such as The
White Review, The Offing, and The Quietus . Previously, she worked as
Granta magazine's global publicist and as an editor at the AVN Media
Network, where she reported on pornography and adult pleasure products.

Coach House Books
On Sale: Feb 8/22
5 x 8 • 224 pages
9781552454312 • $21.95 • pb

Notes
Translator Saskia Vogel is a Coach House author (her
book Permission was published in 2019).
Saskia has written a beautiful essay about translating
The Bear Woman, which was published in Swedish
and will be pitched in English to literary outlets.
For lovers of Rachel Cusk, Sheila Heti, Maggie
Nelson, Deborah Levy, Kate Zambreno, Rivka
Galchen, Megan Hunter, Sinead O’Gleeson, Lauren
Elkin, Lisa Taddeo
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Rooms
Women, Writing, Woolf
by Sina Queyras

From LAMBDA Literary Award winner Sina Queyras, Rooms offers a
peek into the defining spaces a young queer writer moved through as
they found their way from a life of chaos to a life of the mind 
 
 Thirty years ago, a professor threw a chair at Sina Queyras after they'd
turned in an essay on Virginia Woolf. 
 
 Queyras returns to that contentious first encounter with Virignia Woolfto
recover the body and thinking of that time. 
 
 Rooms, bodies, Beadles: using Woolf's A Room of One's Own as a
touchstone, this book is both an homage to and provocation of the idea of a
room of one's own at the centre of our idea of a literary life. 
 
 How central is the room? And what happens once we get one? Do we inhabit
our rooms? Or do the rooms contain us? Blending memoir, prose, tweets,
poetry, and criticism, Rooms offers a peek into the defining spaces a young
queer writer moved through as they found their way from a life of chaos to a
life of the mind, and from a very private life of the mind to a public life of the
page, and from a life of the page into a life in the Academy, the Internet, and
social medias. 
 
 Queyras is smart and insightful in her work to expand and challenge the
nature of language and poetry ... Lend Queyras your ears, your minds, your
hearts, your Time. She will reward you, repeatedly." - The Rumpus on MxT

Author Bio

Sina Queyras is the author of My Ariel, MxT, Expressway, and Lemon Hound,
all from Coach House Books. They were born on land belonging to the
Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation and live and teach in Tiohtia:ke (Montreal)

Coach House Books
On Sale: Feb 8/22
5 x 8 • 160 pages
9781552454336 • $21.95 • pb
Literary Criticism / Books & Reading

Notes
A reconsideration of Virginia Woolf’s groundbreaking A
Room of One’s Own through a very modern lens,
revisiting Woolf’s now archaic politics and mining the
text for lessons on how to be a writer.
The central message of A Room of One’s Own is that,
to write, women must have money and a room of their
own. The context of this has changed, so Queyras is
asking what the contemporary version of that room is.
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Lesser Known Monsters of the 21st Century
by Kim Fu

The debut collection from PEN/Hemingway Award finalist and
'propulsive storyteller' (NYT Book Review), with stories that are by turns
poignant and pulpy 
 
 In the twelve unforgettable tales of Lesser Known Monsters of the 21st
Century, the strange is made familiar and the familiar strange, such that a girl
growing wings on her legs feels like an ordinary rite of passage, while a bug-
infested housebecomes an impossible, Kafkaesque nightmare. Each story
builds a new world all its own: a group of children steal a haunted doll; a
runaway bride encounters a sea monster; a vendor sells toy boxes that
seemingly control the passage of time; an insomniac is seduced by the
Sandman. These visions of modern life wrestle with themes of death and
technological consequence, guilt and sexuality, as they unmask the
contradictions that exist within all of us. 
 
Lesser Known Monsters of the 21st Century is one of those rare collections
that never suffers from which-one-was-that-again? syndrome. Every story
here lights a flame in the memory, shining brighter as time goes by rather than
dimming. Kim Fu writes with grace, wit, mischief, daring, and her own deep
weird phosphorescent understanding." - Kevin Brockmeier, author of The
Ghost Variations: One Hundred Stories  
 
 "When a collection is evocative of authors as disparate as Ray Bradbury and
Stephanie Vaughn, the only possible unifier can be originality: and that's what
a reader finds in Kim Fu's Lesser Known Monsters of the 21st Century . The
strangest of concepts are tempered by grounded, funny dialogue in these
stories, which churn with big ideas and craftily (...)

Author Bio

Kim Fu is the author of two novels and a collection of poetry. Her first novel,
For Today I Am a Boy, won the Edmund White Award for Debut Fiction and
was a finalist for the PEN/Hemingway Award, as well as a New York Times
Book Review Editor's Choice. Her second novel, The Lost Girls of Camp
Forevermore, was a finalist for the Washington State Book Award and the
OLA Evergreen Award. Fu's writing has appeared in Granta, the Atlantic, the
New York Times, Hazlitt, and the TLS . She lives in Seattle.

Coach House Books
On Sale: Feb 1/22
5 x 8 • 176 pages
9781552454367 • $21.95 • pb
Fiction / Short Stories (Single Author)

Notes
A PROPULSIVE, IMAGINATIVE, SURREAL, AND
DARING COLLECTION: Fu’s skillfully assembled
stories are driven by imagination and intelligence, and
propelled by beautiful prose and inventive storytelling.
FOR SHORT STORY FANS OF KELLY LINK, KAREN
RUSSEL, CARMEN MARIA MACHADO, AND AMBER
SPARKS: Fu’s stories that are decadently weird,
uncomfortably real, and always entertaining.
A PRODIGIOUS TALENT AND EMERGING
LITERARY STAR: Fu won the Edmund White Award
for Debut Fiction, was a PEN/Hemingway finalist, and
a finalist for the Washington State Book Award. Her
writing has appeared in the New York Times, Granta,
The Atlantic, and the Times Literary Supplement.
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Whitemud Walking
by Matthew James Weigel

Whitemud Walking tells stories about Matthew Weigel's relationship to the
land he was born on and the institutions that occupy that land. It is about the
interrelatedness of his own story with that of the colonial history of Canada
and the North-West, a resistance historiography that clamours for an
Indigenous imaginary that seeks to envision and enact a future of reciprocity
and obligation to each other and the land. This book sits within anetwork of
stories that extends to treaties signed by his ancestors, investigations of
documents and materials sequestered by institutions, and the violence of
dispossession and extinguishment of Indigenous title to land. These stories
spiral outward from him to his kin, his communities, his nations, the land, the
world. But as these spirals move outward, they return, expand, revisit.
Memories cling to documents and sometimes this palimpsest can be read,
other times the margins must be centeredto gain a fuller picture. It is a
rumination on the complex and long-lasting consequences of the signing of
the Numbered Treaties of the North-West. Whitemud Walking is a genre-
bending work of visual and lyric poetry, non-fiction prose, photography, and
digital art and design.

Author Bio

Matthew James Weigel is a Dene and Metis poet and artist. He is the
designer for Moon Jelly House press and his words and art have been
published in Arc, The Polyglot, and The Mamawi Project. Matthew is a
National Magazine Award finalist, a Cecile E. Mactaggart Award winner, and
winner of the 2020 Vallum Chapbook Award. His chapbook It Was Treaty / It
Was Me is available now. Whitemud Walking is his debut collection.

Coach House Books
On Sale: Apr 12/22
5 x 8 • 144 pages
9781552454411 • $21.95 • pb

Notes
Dene and Metis poet and artist
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Beowulf
by Nicole Markotic

hwet, another Beowulf translation? Not exactly...  
 
 Welcome to Denmark's Heorot Hall, where King Hrothgar invites to his
banquet table everyone but Grendel, Saxon's cradle-made monster. Dissing
this ur-outsider initiates a predictable and monstrous backlash, a Medieval
fracas that only the eponymous Beowulf can quash. Sailing across the
whaleroads, he arrives to quell and queltch and quatchthe Grendel beast." 
 
 Beowulf, that still-recognizable hero, embodies a "blank" function, a motive-
driven yet motive-less mega-star. He's the young, fit, male, self-sacrificing
protagonist-interloper who will fight any monster to protect his people. Or to
defend strangers. Or to gain a reputation. Or because he just really wants to...
 
 
 In her rendering of Beowulf, Nicole Markotic offers a rollicking cover-song of
fantastical text. Thesepages will surprise readers as they introduce new ways
to embrace, challenge, or click with Anglo-Saxon heroics. Writing original
poems, Markotic de-stories the story of one man (who mostly does not play
well with others), who fights monsters (and defeats their mothers, too), and
who practically invents the poetic tradition of entitled bravery. 
 
 Upending with her fresh and enchanting style, Markotic gives a nod to
previous translations, winks at canonical critics, bares historical biases, all
while gifting transmogrifying pages that will whet your whimsy!

Author Bio

Nicole Markotic has written four poetry books, three novels, a critical collection
of essays on disability in film and literature, and has edited several volumes of
critical and creative work. Currently, she is Professor of Creative Writing,
Children's Literature, and Disability Studies at the University of Windsor.

Coach House Books
On Sale: Apr 12/22
5 x 8 • 112 pages
9781552454428 • $21.95 • pb
Poetry / General

Notes
Univerisity of Windsor
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Heady Bloom
by Andrew Faulkner

A buddy-cop dramedy starring a bottle of Advil and a headache that won't quit 
 
 Imagine you're standing in a room, and someone on the other side of the
door won't stop knocking - ever. Welcome to Andrew Faulkner's world of the
never-ending, low-grade headache, a medical issue resolved only by striking
up a committed relationship with the slippery miracle that is Advil. Through
direct address, sideways glances, lyrical interludes and deep consideration of
what it means to overcome a condition when living is a part of the condition
itself, these poems observe the speaker's world as it crowds around him,
coming into sharper and specific focus, from the hard wisdom of saints on
suffering and a slightly unhinged Caravaggio on the metaphysics of painting,
through to the deep meaning of a hot dog and a thoroughly botched retelling
of a Norm Macdonald joke. Throughout it all, Advil whirls around like an unruly
tornado of a sidekick, snapping Polaroids and searching for a cloud that
resembles a plausible end-of-life scenario." 
 
 Think of this collection as a meditation on how to deal with pain and
uncertainty when life itself is an uncertain, painful mess. These are poems
that acknowledge the shakiness of the ground we stand on. The opening
poem wonders: "If you stay with the shakiness through its conjugations? Who
knows." But don't worry. Advil's on the case and aims to find out.

Author Bio

Andrew Faulkner co-curates The Emergency Response Unit , a chapbook
press. His poems have been published in The Best Canadian Poetry in
English 2011, and his chapbook Useful Knots and How to Tie Them was
shortlisted for the bpNichol Chapbook Award. He lives in Toronto.

Coach House Books
On Sale: Apr 12/22
5 x 8 • 96 pages
9781552454435 • $21.95 • pb
Poetry / General

Notes
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The Agents
by Gregoire Courtois, translated by Rhonda Mullins

Nineteen Eighty-Four meets Tron, via The Office, in this boldly dystopian
novel 
 
 The agents don't know what they're agents of, but they're very busy agenting,
which means watching endless data feeds in their cubicles, cubicles that are
piled one on top of another in a massive tower in which the agents both live
and work. Empty floors serve as battlefields where different guilds of agents
fight for territory. It seems that defenestration is the only way out, the 'ballet of
suicides.' 
 
 It is here we meet Theodore, who has amputated his own toes and must
maintain a 30-degree angle to keep his balance. And Solveig, who is
pregnant, though agents don't usually have sex, as well as the artist Lazslo
and self-mutilating Clara. And then there's Hicks, the new agent, who seems
strangely happy and occupies a cubiclethat is strategically very important. 
 
 The battle for key territory is heating up, and the agents aren't sure which of
them will make it out alive. If, indeed, that's what any of them want...  
 
 The author of the acclaimed The Laws of the Skies turns his hand from
literary horror to futuristic dystopianism in this unforgettable marriage between
The Office, Nineteen Eighty-Four, and Tron . 
 
 Unflinching in its savagery, the nightmarish poetry of this modern Lord of the
Flies is undeniable." - Publishers Weekly on Laws of the Skies  
 
 "A haunting book, if you can keep reading." - LitHub on The Laws (...)

Author Bio

Gregoire Courtois lives and works in Burgundy, where he runs the
independent bookstore Obliques, which he bought in 2011. A novelist and
playwright, he has published three novels with Le Quartanier: Revolution
(2011), Surequipee (2015), and Les lois du ciel (2016). In 2013 he founded
Caracteres, an international book festival in Auxerre, which he continues to
run. 
 
 Rhonda Mullins is a writer and translator. She received the 2015 Governor
General's Literary Award for Twenty-One Cardinals, her translation of
Jocelyne Saucier's Les heritiers de la mine . And the Birds Rained Down, her
translation of Jocelyne Saucier's Il pleuvait des oiseaux, was a CBC Canada
Reads Selection. It was also shortlisted for the Governor General's Literary
Award, as were her translations of Elise Turcotte's Guyana and Herve
Fischer's The Decline of the Hollywood Empire . Rhonda currently lives in
Montreal.

Coach House Books
On Sale: Jan 18/22
5 x 8 • 224 pages
9781552454329 • $21.95 • pb
Fiction / Dystopian

Notes
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